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a b s t r a c t
Measurements of the linearly-polarized photon beam asymmetry  for photoproduction from the proton
of η and η mesons are reported. A linearly-polarized tagged photon beam produced by coherent
bremsstrahlung was incident on a cryogenic hydrogen target within the CEBAF Large Acceptance
Spectrometer. Results are presented for the γ p → η p reaction for incident photon energies from 1.070
to 1.876 GeV, and from 1.516 to 1.836 GeV for the γ p → η p reaction. For γ p → η p, the data
reported here considerably extend the range of measurements to higher energies, and are consistent
with the few previously published measurements for this observable near threshold. For γ p → η p,
the results obtained are consistent with the few previously published measurements for this observable
near threshold, but also greatly expand the incident photon energy coverage for that reaction. Initial
analysis of the data reported here with the Bonn–Gatchina model strengthens the evidence for four
nucleon resonances – the N (1895)1/2− , N (1900)3/2+ , N (2100)1/2+ and N (2120)3/2− resonances –
which presently lack the “four-star” status in the current Particle Data Group compilation, providing
examples of how these new measurements help reﬁne models of the photoproduction process.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3 .

1. Introduction
Much effort in nuclear physics at present is aimed at obtaining a quantum-chromodynamic description of the nucleon in terms
of its quark constituents. Our current knowledge of nucleon resonances [1–3] has come from analyses of the results of experiments
primarily with π N, η N, K , and K  ﬁnal states. These analyses
have identiﬁed (with varying degrees of certainty) a large number of excited states over the past several decades (e.g. [4–7]).
Nonetheless, despite experimental efforts spanning nearly a half
of a century, considerable ambiguity still remains about precisely
which resonances indeed are present and the details of the properties of those excitations. The competing theoretical descriptions
of the nucleon resonance spectrum predict many more states than
have been observed (the longstanding “missing resonance” puzzle).

Progress in understanding the nucleon has been diﬃcult in part
because of the complexity of the nucleon resonance spectrum,
with excited states often overlapping each other in energy because
of their inherently broad width (typically 100–300 MeV). To better
isolate speciﬁc contributions to the nucleon excitation spectrum,
studies using the electromagnetic interaction have proven to be
powerful, since the features of that interaction are well understood
in terms of quantum electrodynamics and since photons potentially might have large couplings to resonances that have escaped
detection in previous analyses of reactions using pion beams. The
reactions γ p → η p and γ p → η p have been seen to be quite advantageous in probing the nucleon since those reactions provide an
“isospin ﬁlter” on the nucleon resonance spectrum: the ﬁnal states
η p and η p can only be accessed in one-step decays of isospin
I = 12 resonances, whereas data with π N ﬁnal states, which make
up the bulk of the current world database, include both I =
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resonances.
Most published studies of the reactions γ p → η p and γ p →
η p below an incident photon energy E γ of 2 GeV have focused
on measurements of the differential cross section [8–18]. Cross
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section data have helped delineate the basic features for nucleon
excitations in that energy range, but that observable alone does
not provide suﬃcient information for resolving the details of the
nucleon resonance spectrum. To gain further insight, more recent
studies have turned to spin observables, wherein the interferences
of helicity amplitudes [19,20] provide much more detailed and
stringent tests of the predictions arising from various theoretical
models of excited nucleon states. For pseudoscalar meson photoproduction, there are a total of 16 possible observables using
polarized and unpolarized photons, polarized and unpolarized proton targets, and measurements of the polarization of the recoiling
proton following photoproduction. As outlined in Ref. [20], in principle, full knowledge of all the helicity amplitudes for the process
for a particular incident photon energy E γ (or, alternately, centerof-mass energy W ) can be obtained with a judicious choice of
a subset of 8 of the 16 possible observables, thereby providing
a so-called “complete” measurement of the helicity amplitudes.
However, when experimental uncertainties are considered, many
ambiguities usually remain even with such a choice [21–23]. Consequently, increasing accuracy in any theoretical description demands extending the dataset on all observables as much as possible.
As part of the effort to gain a more complete dataset of measurements, the work reported here provides data on the photon
beam asymmetry observable  for the reactions γ p → η p and
γ p → η p. The photon beam asymmetry  is deﬁned in the
center-of-mass frame as

dσ
d

=

where


d σ0 
1 − P γ  cos{2 (ϕ − α )} ,
d
dσ
d

(1)

is the differential cross section for the reaction usdσ

ing a polarized photon beam, d0 is the unpolarized differential
cross section, P γ is the degree of linear polarization of the photon
beam, ϕ is the azimuthal angle of the photoproduced meson relative to a plane parallel to the ﬂoor in the laboratory frame, and
α is the azimuthal angle between the photon beam polarization
plane and the laboratory ﬂoor plane. The beam asymmetry  is
particularly powerful for testing resonance descriptions of the nucleon since this observable may be written as 2Re ( S 1∗ S 2 − N D ∗ ),
where S 1 and S 2 are the Mandelstam s-channel single-ﬂip helicity amplitudes and N and D are the no-ﬂip and double-ﬂip
s-channel helicity amplitudes, respectively; thus, measurements of
 help isolate those various components through interference effects [19]. While there have been several measurements of  for
γ p → η p [12,24–26], only one previous publication has reported
 data for γ p → η p [27], in that case providing  for two energies near the η p threshold. The authors of Ref. [27] drew attention
to an intriguing sin2 θc .m. cos θc .m. angular dependence near threshold (E γ = 1.461 GeV) for  that was not reproduced by the theories discussed in that work, and noted that such a feature would
be suggestive of interference between either P - and D-waves or
S- and F -waves. If true, such behavior would require at least
one additional resonance beyond the four resonances that have
been suggested to be important near threshold (N (1720)3/2+ ,
N (1925)1/2− , N (2130)1/2+ , and N (2050)3/2+ ) [28].
The results presented here for the photon beam asymmetry 
provide a check on prior measurements for both these reactions,
but also extend the measurements of  to considerably higher
energies than previously reported, thereby providing access with
this observable to the details of higher-lying resonances. To provide
an indication of the utility of these new  data, comparisons are
provided with a number of models, and initial investigations are
presented using two approaches that take advantage of the newest
data on these reactions.
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2. Experiment
The experiment was conducted in Hall B at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab) during the “g8b”
running period, which also provided the data from which photon
beam asymmetries for π + and π 0 photoproduction on the proton
were extracted [29], as well as data related to strangeness-related
photoproduction on the proton [30]. Full details on the experimental conditions for that running period may be found in those
publications, but a summary is provided here.
A linearly-polarized photon beam was generated by coherent
bremsstrahlung [31] using a 4.55 GeV electron beam and an oriented 50 μm-thick diamond. The coherent bremsstrahlung process
results in intensity enhancements in the photon spectrum above
the normal bremsstrahlung spectrum due to momentum transfer
from the scattered electron to the lattice planes within the diamond; signiﬁcant linear polarization enhancement occurs in those
intensity enhancement peaks. The photon energy where the intensity enhancement is greatest is called the coherent peak. Adjusting
the orientation of the diamond controls the photon polarization
plane as well as the coherent peak for producing polarized photons. Energy, timing, and polarization information for the photon
beam were provided by the Hall B photon tagger [32], and the
degree of photon beam polarization during each portion of the
data collection period was estimated via a bremsstrahlung calculation [33] using knowledge of the diamond orientation and the
degree of photon beam collimation. The photon polarization in
coherent bremsstrahlung rises very sharply on the higher-photonenergy side of the coherent peak, but falls slowly and smoothly as
the photon energy decreases below the coherent-peak energy. To
enhance the accuracy of the estimate of the photon-beam polarization, only photon energies below the coherent peak were used
so that the polarization variation as a function of photon energy
E γ was gradual.
The photon beam was incident on a 40-cm-long cryogenic liquid hydrogen target placed 20 cm upstream from the center of
the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) [34], composed
of six identical charged particle detectors installed in a toroidal
magnetic ﬁeld. The principal CLAS subsystems used here were: the
drift chamber system for tracking charged particles [35], with three
multi-layer drift chambers in each sector of CLAS, yielding a total
of approximately 35,000 individually instrumented hexagonal drift
cells; a scintillator-based time-of-ﬂight (TOF) system [36], with 57
elements per sector; and a “start counter” plastic scintillator array, with six elements per sector, which determined when charged
particles passed from the target into the detection region [37].
To determine  , Eq. (1) may be recast based on the orientation
 of the photon
of the plane of polarization for the electric ﬁeld E
beam relative to the lab ﬂoor:

 ⊥ to lab ﬂoor,
(a) “perpendicular beam” polarization ( E
in Eq. (1)),

σ⊥ (θ, ϕ ) ≡

d σ⊥
d

(θ, ϕ ) =

d σ0
d

(θ)[1 + P ⊥  cos 2ϕ ] ,


(b) “parallel beam” polarization ( E
Eq. (1)),

σ (θ, ϕ ) ≡

dσ
d

(θ, ϕ ) =

d σ0
d

to lab ﬂoor,

α = 90◦
(2)

α = 0◦ in

(θ)[1 − P  cos 2ϕ ] ,

(3)

where P ⊥ and P denote the degrees of photon beam polarization for the perpendicular and parallel polarization orientations,
respectively; θc .m. denotes the meson polar scattering angle in the
center-of-mass system (hereafter θc .m. ). The angles ϕ and α in
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Fig. 1. Missing mass spectra for γ p → p + X summed over all coherent peak settings, with multi-pion background reduced by requiring detection in CLAS of a proton,
π + , and π − . The peaks associated with the η and η photoproduced mesons are indicated. (a) Isolation of η photoproduction using p π + π − (π 0 ). (b) Isolation of η
photoproduction using p π + π − (η).

Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) were determined to a precision of 0.5◦ and
0.2◦ , respectively. With Eqs. (2) and (3),  then may be written as

=

σ⊥ − σ
.
σ⊥ + σ

(4)

The g8b running period was divided into intervals with different
coherent peak energies nominally set to 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, and 1.9 GeV.
These intervals were further subdivided into periods with parallel
or perpendicular beam orientation.
2.1. Particle and event identiﬁcation
For each charged particle detected in CLAS, the accelerator
radio-frequency (RF) timing and information from the start counter
array, TOF subsystem, and drift chambers were used to determine
each charged particle’s type and four-momentum, as well as to
identify which tagged photon gave rise to the reaction generating
that particle. The vertex time (i.e. the time when the reaction took
place in the cryogenic target) for each event was established using
the time difference between the time of passage for that particle
through the start counter (at the entrance to the drift chamber region) and the corresponding time of passage through a counter in
the TOF array (as the particle exited the drift chamber region). This
vertex time was then used to identify which tagged photon gave
rise to the reaction that produced that particular charged particle.
Once the particular tagged photon was identiﬁed for the event, the
RF-corrected photon vertex time and TOF information were used
to identify the type of charged particle and to make sure that all
charged particles assumed to be in a particular event were indeed
associated with the same photon and event.
The drift chambers provided trajectory information on each
scattered particle, and the combination of timing information and
trajectory information yielded a velocity and momentum determination for each charged particle. Particle identiﬁcation then was
performed using an algorithm that compared the CLAS-measured
momentum of the particle whose identity was to be determined
with expected values of β for the possible identities for that particle [38]. Each possible identity was tested by comparing the expected value of β for a given particle type to the CLAS-measured
value of β determined by CLAS tracking and time-of-ﬂight information. The particle was then assigned the identity that provided
the closest expected value of β to the empirically measured value

of β . The performance of this particle identiﬁcation technique is
illustrated in Fig. 1 of Ref. [29].
A correction due to energy loss in the target and detector materials was performed for each charged particle identiﬁed, with the
4-vector values adjusted accordingly [39]. The tracks and the event
as a whole were associated with a particular beam photon based
on the consistency of timing information from the photon tagger
and the projected vertex timing. Momentum corrections for tracks
in CLAS were then determined by demanding four-momentum
conservation in a kinematic ﬁt of a large sample of γ p → π + π − p
events seen in the spectrometer where all three ﬁnal-state particles were detected. To avoid ambiguity, only events with particles
matching exactly one beam photon were kept. The energy calibration of the photon tagger was determined as described in Ref. [40],
such that the energy of any photon used in this analysis was
known with a precision typically ± 0.1 MeV, and always better
than ± 0.5 MeV.
The scattering angle and momentum for the proton recoiling
from meson photoproduction were used to calculate a missing
mass M X from a two-body ﬁnal state based on the assumption
that the reaction observed was γ p → p X , where X was the other
body in the two-body ﬁnal state.
2.2. Reconstruction of η and η mesons
The missing mass spectra constructed in this fashion possessed
considerable background from multi-pion photoproduction under
the peaks associated with the η and η mesons. For this reason,
detection of the decay products for the η and η mesons was incorporated to reduce this background. The η decays to the state
π + π − π 0 with a branching ratio of 22.9% [2], while the η decays to the state π + π − η with a branching ratio of 42.9% [2]. The
charged pions resulting from these decays were detected in CLAS,
and the remaining neutral mesons were then identiﬁed with the
missing mass technique. Once ﬁnal states with appropriate decay
products were identiﬁed, the reactions γ p → η p and γ p → η p
were then analyzed. Examples of the performance of this technique for η and η are seen in Fig. 1. (The prominent ω meson
peak seen in Fig. 1(a) also permitted measurements of the  observable for ω photoproduction, which will form the subject of a
forthcoming publication.)
A Fourier-moment analysis technique was used to extract 
as used previously for the π 0 and π + photon beam asymme-
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try measurements reported in Ref. [29]. Cosine-ϕ -moment histograms were constructed by taking each event in the γ p → η p
or γ p → η p missing mass histograms and weighting that event
by the value of cos nϕ corresponding to that event. With this approach, events within a particular cos θc .m. bin for any value of
ϕ are combined simultaneously to determine  . Applying this
Fourier moment method to  , the resulting equation for the beam
asymmetry may be written

=

Ỹ ⊥2 − Ỹ
P
2

(Ỹ ⊥0 + Ỹ ⊥4 ) +

2

P⊥
(Ỹ 0
2

+ Ỹ 4 )

,

(5)

where Ỹ ⊥n ( Ỹ n ) is the normalized meson yield for a perpendicular (parallel) photon beam, with each event weighted according to
the Fourier moment cos nϕ , and P ⊥ ( P ) is the degree of photon
polarization. Any experimental asymmetry arising from detector
ineﬃciencies is taken into account in Eq. (5) by the fourth-order
terms in the denominator; if the detector eﬃciency was isotropic
in azimuthal angle, there would be no fourth-order Fourier moments in that equation.
2.3. Kinematic bins
The data were sorted into kinematic bins based on photon energy E γ and center-of-mass polar angle cos θc .m. for the photoproduced meson. The photon energy widths of these kinematic bins
were chosen to minimize statistical uncertainties for the extracted
beam asymmetries while providing the best center-of-mass energy
W resolution possible for the nucleon resonance spectrum.
With those factors in mind, and selecting speciﬁc groups of
physical counters on the photon tagger focal plane, the η photoproduction data were analyzed in 27-MeV-wide E γ bins and
0.2-wide center-of-mass η polar angle cos θc .m. bins, except for
the 1.9-GeV coherent peak, where the number of events was suﬃciently low that the width of the E γ bins was increased to 54 MeV.
Due to the much smaller cross section for γ p → η p, the same
considerations led to an E γ bin width of 54 MeV for all coherent
peak settings for the η results.
2.4. Uncertainties in extracted  values
As would be expected from the expression for the beam asymmetry  in Eqs. (4) and (5), experimental quantities related to
target density, detector acceptance, and detection eﬃciency cancel
in such a ratio, so those quantities did not contribute to systematic
or statistical uncertainties. The statistical uncertainty in the relative
normalization of the photon beam ﬂux for the different coherent
peak settings and polarization orientations was much less than 1%,
contributing negligibly to the statistical uncertainty for  at any
incident photon energy. Overall, the statistical uncertainties for 
were driven by the uncertainties in the yield, though the use of the
Fourier moment method as in Eq. (5) requires careful propagation
of uncertainties in the various moments, as well as the correlations
between parts of the ratio for  , as outlined in Ref. [29]. Statistical uncertainties varied markedly from point to point owing to the
underlying variations in the photoproduction cross sections and  ,
but the average absolute statistical uncertainty  in  was on
the order of  = ± 0.15 for both γ p → η p and γ p → η p.
Systematic uncertainties for  were driven by the systematics of the polarization estimation and relative normalization. By
analyzing measurements at different coherent peak settings but
where photon energies were the same, the systematic uncertainty
in the photon polarization for a particular polarization orientation
was found to be 4%, as reported in Ref. [29]. When combining
data taken with the two different polarization orientations, adding

Fig. 2. (Color online.) The beam asymmetry  as a function of cos θc .m. for the reaction γ p → η p at incident photon energies E γ from 1.071 GeV (W = 1.700 GeV)
to 1.287 GeV (W = 1.815 GeV). The data reported here are shown as black squares.
Uncertainties shown are statistical only. Previously published results from Refs. [12,
25] are shown as (blue) triangles and (red) circles, respectively. The (blue) dotted lines indicate SAID predictions [41], while predictions from the ETA-MAID
model [42] indicated by the (red) long-dashed lines. Results from new ﬁts with the
Jülich–Bonn model [43] as discussed in the text are shown with (black solid lines)
and without (black short-dashed lines) the inclusion of a N (1900)3/2+ resonance.

those contributions in quadrature resulted in an estimated systematic uncertainty in  of 6%, as given in Ref. [29].
3. Results
The photon beam asymmetry  results obtained here for η and
η are shown in Figs. 2 to 5. A total of 266 data points for  distributed over 27 bins in incident photon energy E γ for γ p → η p
were obtained, and 62 data points for  in 8 bins in E γ for
γ p → η p.
Also shown in Figs. 2 to 4 are  results for γ p → η p from
Refs. [12,25,26] at energies close to those for which data are reported here. As seen in those ﬁgures, the angular dependence observed in this work for  is comparable to that seen in Refs. [12,
25], and the prior results and the results reported here generally
agree in magnitude within statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Nonetheless, uncertainties aside, the results of Ref. [12], while similar in shape, are systematically smaller in magnitude than the
results reported here, and the results at E γ = 1.476 GeV from that
reference also disagree in shape with those reported here. Careful inspection of the data reported here did not reveal any speciﬁc
sources for these differences. For all but the E γ = 1.476 GeV results, the agreement in shape suggests the source of the disagreement could be attributable to the polarization estimate in either
or both cases. The disagreement at 1.476 GeV, however, suggests
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) The beam asymmetry  as a function of cos θc .m. for the reaction γ p → η p at incident photon energies E γ from 1.314 GeV (W = 1.829 GeV)
to 1.529 GeV (W = 1.936 GeV). The data reported here are shown as black squares.
Uncertainties shown are statistical only. Previously published results from Refs. [12,
25,26] are shown as (blue) triangles, (red) circles, and (pink) diamonds, respectively.
The (blue) dotted lines indicate SAID predictions [41], while predictions from the
ETA-MAID model [42] indicated by the (red) long-dashed lines. Results from new
ﬁts with the Jülich–Bonn model [43] as discussed in the text are shown with (black
solid lines) and without (black short-dashed lines) the inclusion of a N (1900)3/2+
resonance.

additional sources beyond the estimate of the photon beam polarization may be responsible for the discrepancies observed. The
data from Ref. [26] at W = 2.055 GeV disagree sharply beyond uncertainties in both magnitude and shape with the data provided
here. It is unclear why this disagreement arises, but, given the
general agreement within uncertainties between the data reported
here and the more recent studies in Refs. [12,25], except as noted
above, a problem with the earlier data might exist. More  data
for γ p → η p near W = 2.0 GeV are needed to clarify the situation.
The recent  results from GRAAL for γ p → η p [27], which
represent the only other measurements of  for that reaction, are
compared with the results obtained here in Fig. 5. The two data
sets are consistent with each other within our comparatively large
uncertainties for the lowest of the 8 energy bins reported here.
4. Discussion
As noted in the Introduction, these data can help test and reﬁne
theoretical descriptions of the reaction process via the participation of various nucleon resonances, particularly when coupled with
other observables for one or more photoproduction reactions. In
turn, those descriptions can motivate and clarify QCD-based descriptions of the nucleon. For the present discussion, we consider
each reaction in turn, presenting comparisons with previous predictions for  . We also provide initial results of an investigation

Fig. 4. (Color online.) The beam asymmetry  as a function of cos θc .m. for the reaction γ p → η p at incident photon energies E γ from 1.556 GeV (W = 1.949 GeV)
to 1.836 GeV (W = 2.079 GeV). The data reported here are shown as black
squares. Uncertainties shown are statistical only. Previously published results from
Ref. [26] are shown as (pink) diamonds. The (blue) dotted lines indicate SAID predictions [41], while predictions from the ETA-MAID model [42] indicated by the
(red) long-dashed lines. Results from new ﬁts with the Jülich–Bonn model [43] as
discussed in the text are shown with (black solid lines) and without (black shortdashed lines) the inclusion of a N (1900)3/2+ resonance.

of each reaction using these new data through new ﬁts with two
existing models. For the η , initial results based on the Jülich–Bonn
approach [43] are presented, while the η results are discussed in
the context of the Bonn–Gatchina model [46–48].
4.1. Photon beam asymmetry  for γ p → η p
The results from this work for  in γ p → η p are compared
to predictions from SAID [41] and ETA-MAID [42] in Figs. 2 to 4.
Those predictions provide satisfactory descriptions of the observable below E γ = 1.5 GeV (W = 1.9 GeV), as might be expected
where prior data exist. For higher energies, however, the angular
dependence of  is not reproduced satisfactorily, which is understandable as there are no previous data for this observable above
W = 1.92 GeV except for the three forward-angle points near
W = 2.1 GeV from Ref. [26]. The incorporation of the new data
reported here should help extend and improve the SAID and ETAMAID predictions for this observable.
As an initial application of this new dataset, new results for
 for γ p → η p have been calculated using the Jülich–Bonn
model [43]. These new calculations incorporate the new data
shown in Figs. 2 to 4, and are shown in that ﬁgure. The new
ﬁts also simultaneously incorporated the world databases for the
pion-induced production of η N, K , and K  ﬁnal states [49] and
the partial-wave solution of the SAID group [41] for elastic π N
scattering. Most published data on observables for pion and η pho-
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To illustrate the effect of the sizeable changes in the parameters for the N (1900)3/2+ state, two different Jülich–Bonn model
calculations are shown in Figs. 2 to 4, where the sole difference between the two sets of calculations is the presence of a
N (1900)3/2+ contribution. As seen in the ﬁgure, both calculations
perform comparably well for  (χ 2 /point ≈ 1.4) throughout the
W range measured here. Thus, this comparison suggests the parameters of the N (1900)3/2+ are not particularly well constrained
in the η photoproduction reaction process by the  observable,
but further investigation is warranted to better understand the interdependencies of the resonance parameters within this model so
as to further constrain the resonance description of the reaction.
Such a study is underway and will be published subsequently [54].
4.2. Photon beam asymmetry  for γ p → η p

Fig. 5. (Color online.) Beam asymmetries as a function of cos θc .m. for the reaction
γ p → η p at incident photon energies E γ from 1.462 GeV (W =1.903 GeV) (top
left) to 1.836 GeV (W =2.079 GeV) (bottom right). CLAS data are shown by black
squares. Prior measurements from GRAAL [27] are shown as open symbols, with
(red) circles for measurements at E γ = 1.461 GeV and (blue) squares for measurements at E γ = 1.480 GeV. Also shown are predictions from the SM05 solution of
SAID [41] (indicated by dotted blue lines), from ETA-MAID [44] (solid red lines),
and from Nakayama and Haberzettl (model 4 in [45], dashed black lines). Two new
ﬁts discussed in the text using the Bonn–Gatchina model that including the data
reported here are also shown (long-dashed and dashed–dotted blue lines).

toproduction on the proton up to W ≈ 2.3 GeV were incorporated
into the database for ﬁtting [43,50], including the recent MAMI results on T and F for η photoproduction [51], for a total database
of nearly 30,000 points. The Jülich–Bonn model uses a dynamical
coupled-channels approach, wherein the hadronic scattering amplitude is constructed with a potential generated from an effective
SU(3) Lagrangian through time-ordered perturbation theory, with
unitarity and analyticity automatically preserved. The new predictions used the same parameters incorporated for the ﬁt discussed
in Ref. [52], and included the results for the E observable of that
work.
In the reﬁts with the new  data, both the generalized variance
and multi-collinearity of helicity couplings improved signiﬁcantly,
demonstrating that this new data help to reﬁne the values for the
electromagnetic properties of resonances on an absolute scale, and
also to reduce the correlations between resonances. The various
helicity couplings remained relatively stable for most resonances
after inclusion of the new  data in the ﬁt, but helicity couplings
for the N (1720)3/2+ and the N (1900)3/2+ changed noticeably;
for example, the amplitude | A 1/2 | for the N (1720)3/2+ resonance
fell by nearly half. Previously, the N (1900)3/2+ was found to be
important in analyses by the Bonn–Gatchina group of K  and K 
photoproduction [53].

The data obtained here for  for γ p → η p are compared to
several sets of predictions in Fig. 5, as well as the recent data
from GRAAL [27]. The predictions include SAID [41], Nakayama
and Haberzettl [45], and ETA-PRIME-MAID [44]. In contrast to the
situation for γ p → η p, none of these predictions provides a satisfactory description of the γ p → η p data; indeed, the predictions
generally have the wrong sign for  .
As an initial investigation of the data for this observable,
these data have been incorporated in a new ﬁt using the Bonn–
Gatchina modiﬁed K -matrix approach [46–48], combining contributions from nucleon resonances and from non-resonant background processes. Additionally, a phenomenologically “Regge-ized”
amplitude is used to describe vector meson exchange in the t
channel by taking advantage, in part, of Reggeon-resonance duality [46,47,55].
Two solutions, equally good at describing the data (in terms of
χ 2 /point≈1.5), were obtained, and both are shown in Fig. 5. (We
note that these solutions were also simultaneously used to ﬁt pion
and η photoproduction data, as discussed in the prior publications
for the Bonn–Gatchina model.) The resonances found to be important in these solutions were the same as in the prior work [46–48],
but the strengths of the contributions were considerably different.
The resonances found to participate also differed from those found
in Ref. [28]. Notably, both new solutions indicate the dominance of
the N (1895)1/2− resonance near threshold, even though this resonance is given only “two-star” status in the most recent Baryon
Summary Table (BST) of the Particle Data Group [2]. Both solutions
indicate the presence of the N (2100)1/2+ and N (2120)3/2− , rated
with “one-star” and “two-star” overall status, respectively, in the
most recent BST. However, in contrast to the preceding discussion
of the η asymmetry, both solutions require a strong contribution
from the N (1900)3/2+ resonance to explain  for η photoproduction.
We noted above that the GRAAL measurements [27], particularly those at E γ = 1.461 GeV, observed that the beam asymmetry  ∼ sin2 θc .m. cos θc .m. near threshold, which could indicate
the presence of a D- or F -wave resonance (or both). The relatively large statistical uncertainties of the data obtained here near
threshold are such that a deﬁnite conﬁrmation of the existence
of that behavior cannot be made. The Bonn–Gatchina ﬁts made
for this work included the N (1875)3/2− and N (1860)5/2+ states,
thus incorporating D- and F -wave components near threshold. The
GRAAL  measurements were included in the ﬁts made here, but
neither of the two new ﬁts made reproduced the larger oscillatory
behavior seen at E γ = 1.461 GeV, though both ﬁts were consistent
with the GRAAL measurements at E γ = 1.480 GeV, where those
previous measurements were essentially consistent with  ≈ 0.
Thus, analysis of the data reported here with the Bonn–
Gatchina model strengthens the evidence for four nucleon res-
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onances – the N (1895)1/2− , N (1900)3/2+ , N (2100)1/2+ and
N (2120)3/2− resonances – which presently lack the “four-star”
status in the BST. Further investigations, as well as the need for
additional resonances beyond those discussed in the Introduction,
are underway and will be published subsequently [56].
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, extensive measurements of the photon beam
asymmetry  for γ p → η p and γ p → η p are reported here. The
new data signiﬁcantly expand the range of photon energies for
which this observable has been measured for η photoproduction
on the proton, and represent the ﬁrst measurements of  for η
photoproduction on the proton for photon energies considerably
above threshold. In the case of η photoproduction, the new data
compare favorably with two previously published studies at lower
energies, but disagree sharply with the few results obtained near
W = 2.06 GeV; further data on  at that energy would be helpful
to clarify the situation there.
Investigations of  for η photoproduction on the proton using
the Jülich–Bonn approach found that, when the new data reported
here are considered, the helicity couplings for the N (1720)3/2+
and N (1900)3/2+ states were changed signiﬁcantly, but that the
evidence for the latter resonance in the  data was inconclusive for η photoproduction. By contrast, studies for η photoproduction with the Bonn–Gatchina model found the N (1900)3/2+
to be very important. Taken together, the analyses provide evidence to strengthen the case for the N (1895)1/2− , N (1900)3/2+ ,
N (2100)1/2+ and N (2120)3/2− resonances. Further studies with
these two approaches are underway, but these initial investigations
underscore the importance of using spin observables in multiple
reaction channels to elucidate the nucleon resonance spectrum,
as ﬁts using cross section data alone or a single channel can be
ambiguous. Future measurements of other polarization observables
(e.g., T , E, F , G, and H [19,21–23]) for the reactions studied here,
including measurements with so-called “frozen spin” targets, can
be coupled with similar measurements for other meson production reactions to more stringently test and constrain models of the
photoproduction process, as the discussion above indicates. Such
combined analyses will result in further signiﬁcant improvements
in our understanding of the quark structure of the nucleon.
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